What Labor Market data would be useful to you in your role?

- Supply vs Demand by program/occupation
- Updated PSEO LEHD data
- Fastest growing skills
- In demand jobs and projected salary information
- Fastest-growing jobs at each education level
- Job placement information by program / CIP code
- Transparency of labor market data in easily accessible format on website so that students have direct access to this information and broken down by certificate and degree.
- Drivers of change for occupations (e.g. BLS Occupational Employment Projections table 1.12)
- Locations our grads workplaces
- Industries/Firm hires by level of credential earned (if possible)
- Skills require din the region
- There is an EMSI / Lightcast report that shows the fastest growing jobs in a region - it can be sorted by total current jobs, projected jobs, or projected percentage growth in a given timeframe
- Stagnate or declining occupations
How does your college use Labor Market data?

- Also post-grad job placement of graduates by program (with many caveats)
- We use some in program review (very high level ODJFS summary with many caveats) and some EMSI type info
- New program development

Academic Program Review

Post-graduate outcomes

Also academic program review